SUCCESSFUL WOUND
TREATMENT STARTS
WITH YOU
Your healthcare provider has recommended
Reapplix 3C Patch® treatment for you.
3C Patch® draws on your body’s capacity to heal.
In short, you aid your own healing process.
A highly effective treatment, 3C Patch® is proven
to substantially increase your chances of complete
wound closure.

OUR STORY
Reapplix has established that successful wound
treatment can be accomplished by using the body’s
own capacity to heal.
3C Patch® is a highly effective wound therapy that
draws on your body’s unique ability to aid its own
healing process, and is recommended by the
International Working Group on Diabetic Foot
(IWGDF) Guidelines.

IMPROVED CHANCES
OF HEALING1
With 3C Patch®, your
wound is 89% more likely
to heal compared with best
standard of care.
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EVERY WOUND
IS PERSONAL
YOUR 3C PATCH® TREATMENT EXPLAINED

YOUR BODY HOLDS THE
KEY TO HEALING

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR 3C PATCH®

The 3C Patch® is made entirely from 18 ml of your own
blood – nothing else. Your blood sample is placed in an
automated centrifuge, where it’s processed to generate
a three layer patch.

A primary dressing is applied to keep the 3C Patch® in
place. It must not be removed until your next 3C Patch®
treatment. Please share this information with those
helping you with dressing changes.

Each 3C Patch® takes approximately 15-20 minutes to
produce. If you are taking blood-thinning medication,
the process time may be longer.

A secondary dressing on top of the primary dressing
can be changed as often as required. When showering
or bathing, please protect the dressing with a plastic
bag to keep it dry.

The 3C Patch® is applied directly to your cleaned
wound where it remains until your next treatment the
following week. If your wound is larger than 5 cm2, you
may require more than one patch.

It’s important that you follow your healthcare
provider’s recommendations for wound care and
supportive footwear.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR

YOUR 3C PATCH® HAS THREE LAYERS
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Top layer:
Fibrin – for
moisture
retention
and strength

2
1
Bottom layer:
White cells – known
to fight infection and
stimulate wound
healing

Middle layer:
Platelets – known
to release growth
factors to stimulate
new tissue and help
form new blood
vessels

WHAT YOU WILL
EXPERIENCE WITH
3C PATCH® TREATMENT
The 3C Patch® usually dissolves in a week. If there is any
loose material in the wound at your next treatment,
your healthcare provider will remove it before applying
a new patch.
The number of treatments you require will depend on
the size and depth of your wound and how you respond
to treatment.
After two to three treatments, you should see an effect.
Eight to ten treatments are not uncommon.

Any open wound is at risk of infection. During the
course of treatment, it’s important to be aware of
any changes to the wound, which may include:

REDNESS
SWELLING
HEAT
PAIN
IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY OF THESE SYMPTOMS,
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

